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LANDSCAPES

They are all the elements you can see in a specific area of land. There are two types of landscapes

1. Natural landscapes 2. Man-made landscapes

- They are made by nature.

- Humans haven´t changed

them. 

- Natural elements make up 

their relief and influence the

flora and fauna that live

there.

- They are landscapes that humans have changed.

- They have man-made elements as: crop fields, 

reservoirs, roads and houses. 

There are two types

1. Rural 2. Urban

- They have natural elements.

EXAMPLE : A village. 

- They have artificial elements.

EXAMPLE: A big city as Granada.



FROM NATURE TO MAN-MADE LANDSCAPES

1. 2. 3.

The mountains, rivers and 

trees are natural elements of 

this landscape.

The road and crop fields are 
man-made changes that

modify this landscape.

The bridge, the house and 
the power line are other

man-made elements



LANDSCAPES CHANGE

Types of changes in landscapes Harmful changes

1. Natural changes
2. Man-made changes

1. Fast changes 2. Slow changes

- If it snows a lot in 

winter.

- There is a drought

in summer.

- The water flow that

change landscapes

gradually by

breaking up soil and 

rocks.

- Soil and rock is

slowly transported to

other places.

People modify

landscapes when they

build roads and houses

or plant crop fields.

Human action and man-made changes harm our landscape.

For that, we use LAWS to protect the landscape

1. Intensive farming

changes and 

pollution of

landscapes

2. Uncontrolled building

construction destroys natural 

landscapes.

3. Rubbish and waste pollute

the soil, water and air. 

4. Mining and cutting down

trees have negatives effects

on vegetation.





COASTAL RELIEF

1. Cape: A piece of land that extends

into the sea.

2. Cliff: A high rock with

steep walls.

4. Gulf: part of the sea that it is

introduced into the land. 

If it is small, it is called BAY.

5. Peninsula: Land that is

surrounded by sea on all sides

except one, called ISTHMUS.

7. Island:
land that is surrounded by

water on all sides.

6. ISTHMUS
3. Beach: flat land near the sea

8. ARCHIPELAGO: Many islands

together.



INLAND RELIEF

Mountains relief:

Mountains, mountains range and mountain chain that make up the relief
Plains relief:

Landforms are flatter and lower than in the mountains

1. Plateau: high, flat 

land.

2. Plains: flat land.

3. Valley: low land between

mountains, usually with a river.

4. Hill: a small elevation of land

on the plains.

5. Mountain: A very high

elevation of land with three

main parts.

Top

slope

Bottom

6. Mountain range: many

mountain chains together.

7. Mountain chain: Many

mountains together.



THE RELIEF OF SPAIN

Diverse territories Diverse relief

Spain is located in the

southwest of Europe.

Most of Spain´s territory is on

the Iberian Peninsula.

Ceuta 
and

Melilla are 

territories

of Spain, 

but they

are in the

north of 

Africa.

The Balearic Islands and 
the Canary Islands are 

archipelagos that form

part of Spain´s territories.



PROTECTING NATURE

Spain´s national parks

They are natural areas of great value that protect and care the plants and animals that live in its landscape. 

1. Mountain parks:

(They are home to many

animals like birds of prey, deer

and bears)

EXAMPLE: 

Sierra Nevada, Picos de 

Europa

2. Wetland parks:

(They are on the plains near

lakes, seas or oceans).

EXAMPLE:  Doñana.

3. Marine parks:

(They provide protection to

plants and animals that

live underwater).

EXAMPLE:  Archipiélago de 

Cabrera.


